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rested

8,500

persons

in Kenya

1(

October 20 and November
1between
15 in the drive to break the back
at each other.
Oregon.
We are still undetected, so we
anti-white Mau Mau terrorism.
The man who presented
the of
make four separate
attacks on
Replying to a question in the
this bird up forward, use up all bird told Senator Morse he hoped,
six of our remaining torpedoes, he would select the turkey as the' ¦'House of Commons, Mr. Lyttelton
said 31,450 persons were screened
and get only two hits. Finally we symbol of his independence.
Senator Morse bolted the Re- and released in the same period.
are forced to leave him, sinking
Os those arrested. 2,871 were re-

i

Embassy in Moscow announced the
arrest and conviction in a Soviet
court of a British seaman
on
of “hooliganisms.”
!charges
The seaman was George Edward Robinson, 30, of Hull. He
was sentenced to a one-year term

Court at the port

near Archangel.
He was arrested while serving
as a crew member aboard th*
Swedish ship Freden.
A Soviet note to the British
Embassy said the actions for which
Robinson was arrested were “hooll*
ganisms amounting to a disruption of public order.”

.
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Trigger made her name with a
She began her career as
rush.
a night fighter, and it was on til
surface at night, retaining the in-i
ltiative with speed and mobility,
thrusts
rapierlike
her
that
wrought the greatest damage upon
the enemy.
In her ensuing four patrols she
sank a total of 19 ships and damaged
four.
Six times, singlehanded, she engaged enemy convoys far outmatching her in esBy this time I was
cort vessels.
the only officer left of the original
commissioning gang, and Trigger
and I understood each other pretty
well, although frequently she surprised me.
We didn’t have long to wait before Dusty Domi took Trigger into
action.
On September
8. 1943,
we left Pearl Harbor bound for
Formosa, and on September 23,
having just arrived in our area,
we sighted a fat target.
We are submerged off Formosa,
patrolling what our calculations
indicate should be a Jap shipping
lane. For two days we have been
here, and nary a sign of ships
Maybe
have
we seen.
we’ve
guessed wrong. But not this time,
for at about 1600 of the second
day smoke is sighted.
A convoy,
running for Japan.
Battle stations submerged!
We
start the approach.
This time,
however, we are not lucky, for we
are so far off the base course of
the ships that we are forced to
watch helplessly while they steam
by well out of range.
But we take a good look; six
ships in two columns; in the near
column three big fat tankers, the
leader a new modern 10,000 tonner; in the far column three average-size freighters. What a plum!
These birds are our meat!
We
secure from battle stations, but
follow at maximum sustained submerged speed, keeping our quarry
in sight as long as possible, waiting for dark.
With the last rays of the setting
*un we are on the surface,
all
ahead full on four engines, running down the track after the vanished convoy. No engines to spare
for a battery charge. Give them all
to the screws. Put the auxiliaries
op the battery. You can’t get anywhere by halves in this business.

By the

MOSCOW, Nov. 20—The British
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Oliver Lyttelton said;
police and troops ar-
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Trigger.

Secretary
yesterday
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By the Associated Prats
ship—the only other ship—opens
fire behind us.
A 39-pound turkey that was
Then,
as shells
from
both championed
as the symbol of
parties scream overhead, we
political independence was given
realize the truth. They are shooting yesterday
to Senator Morse of!
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CHAPTER X.
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By the

!

By Comdr. Edward L. Beach, U. S. N.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20.

;

SUBMARINE:

THE EVENING STAR, Washington, D. C.
Morse Gets Turkey,r ! 8,500 Seized in Kenya
A-5
In
Drive
on
Mau Maus
Is Urged to Use Bird
Associated Press
British Sailor Sentenced By Russians as 'Hooligan'
As Party Symbol
LONDON, Nov. 20.—Colonial
Associated Pme
a

Trigger, a Nights ighter, Sends Four Ships Down
And Hits Another One in Single Evening

publican Party in the recent presslowly by the bow.
and charges placed against
Score
for the night’s
idential campaign. He signs his leased
1,258.
Three
big tankers
sunk,
one Imail “Independent” now.
freighter sunk, one freighter probThe bird was given by William
ably sunk.
Total, five out of six, Geurts, Oregon turkey farmer and
and a very unhappy good evening Utah businessman.
While the turkey gobbled, unto you, Tojo!
(Copyright. 1952, by Edward L. Beach. aware of his impending Thanksby
giving
Day date, Mr. Guerts petiPublished
Henry Holt & Co., Inc.
Distributed by The Register A
tioned Senator Morse:
_
Tribune Syndicate.)
“To give recognition
to the
(To Be
three centuries of the association
Continued Tomorrow.)
of the American turkey with our
rich
traditions of independent
thinking and
action by citing
FREE ESTIMATES
that noble bird as the symbol of
’ NO DOWN PAYMENT
the hundreds of thousands of independent voters who are looking
&
By th» Associated Press
for leadership to help make their
ha. mm
or. not
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OUR ADVERTISEMENT ON PAGE A-7
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Warning Signs Ordered
For New Jersey Turnpike

FENCING
Storm Windows

Alaska Coal

Briek Co.

N. J., Nov. voices effective.”

NEW BRUNSWICK.
20.—The New Jersey Turnpike
Authority has
ordered electric
warning signs to tell motorists
of
adverse weather conditions on the
road’s northern section.
The action of the authority
was taken Tuesday in the wake
of the rising death toll on the 118mile high-speed highway. It resulted from a series of week-end
crashes of fogbound automobiles
which took four lives and injured
scores of motorists.
The signs, which will be installed within a few weeks, will
tell motorists what to expect,
whether ice, snow, fog, accidents
or repairs ahead, and warn them
that a 35-mile-per-hour
speed
limit is in force. The normal
limit is 60 miles per hour.
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DEATH FOR MERCHANTMAN—Asight that chills the spine of a
merchant ship skipper in wartime—a submarine on the surface.
—U. S. Navy Photo.
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'Lost' Glider Turns Up
At Enthusiast's Home
HERFORD,

Germany

*,

A Complete Selection of
America’s Greatest Line off Toys
**

(CDN).—

A model glider enthusiast launched
his plane during a recent competition here, then watched it
soar away and disappear in the
thermal currents.
Disconsolate,
he took a train
for his home in Unterluebbe, about
20 miles away.
The model had arrived ahead
of him. Neighbors pointed it out,
only about 200 yards from his
house.
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to the bow, where the fire has not a look. Wonder of wonders! There
yet reached.
It must be awfully floats the stern of the tanker,
hot over there.
straight up and down!
So we
We shift our eyes to the second
hoping to catch one of
surface,
tanker and see a torpedo hit with
the two remaining ships with our
a flash of flame right amidships.
A fire starts, but he steers around last few torpedoes.
Tense, Thrilling Chase.
We find one.
We track him.
The chase is tense and thrilling. the brilliantly blazing pyre of his As usual he doesn’t see
us—or so
and
on
his
leader
continues
target
We have an estimate of
we think, until he opens fire with
course.
speed,
course and
but if he’s smart
both deck guns.
While we think
The second ship in the farm col- jover this
he'll change radically. Our game
development,
another
is to dash up and regain contact; umn is hit with a soundless catasHe folds in the middle
quickly, before he gets very far trophe.
into a big V and starts down.
from his original track.
But he didn’t bother to change’ Evidently he caught a torpedo
missed the first or second
course. We pick him up dead; which
We had figured on that,
ahead, and he’s stopped zigzag- tanker.
hoped it would happen.
Three
ging. This is murder.
And so it proves. We draw up ships hit, two down for sure, in
on the starboard bow of the con-; the first salvo!
In the meantime, the Japs obvoy, out of sight, then steathily;
creep
in. Slowly the biggest viously can see Trigger’s black
hull, too, and their ready guns
tanker lumbers into our sights.
begin to bark. A few shells scream
On he comes, fillingour binocuThey
lars with his huge, heavily laden overhead, but not very close.
bulk. Looks good—looks perfect! are probably too excited to settle
down, and we ignore them, inWe plan to fire three fish at the;
tent on getting our stern tube
first tanker, three at the second.;
salvo off.
spin
then
on our tail and shoot;
But the third tanker pulls a
four at the third one. They won’t; joker
and sheers out of line directknow what hit them.
ly toward us.
By this time we
Standby forward! He’s coming;
are running directly away from
on. Bearing—mark! We’re keep- him, and he is coming, bows on,
ing the sights on him now—a 700 yards away.
few more degrees.
Come on—We are still increasing speed,
come on—Fire ONE!
Fire but so is he, and he’s gaining on
TWO!. .Fire THREE! ...Check us with his initial
advantage of
speed.
A gun on his forecastle
opens up, and this time the shells
whistle fairly close.
One or two
M
He
drop alongside, not too close yet,
but no doubt he’ll improve.
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Both doors open. His Ice
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tray, imitation food.
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Trigger Is Stubborn.
Maybe he thinks he has the
drop on us; he cannot know that
we have the drop on him, too.
We could dive, but Trigger is stubStandby aft!
born.
Continuous
Angle on the bow, zero.
aim.
Range. 700 yards.
We re starting
to hold our own now, as we pick
up speed.
Fire SEVEN!
. Nothing happens.
Fire EIGHT! . . Nothing.
We must hit him! Check everything carefully. It must be the
tumultuous wash of our straining
screws throwing the torpedoes off.
Fire NINE! .
Still nothing.
j Now we are in the soup.
One
torpedo left aft.
It has to be
good.
He is coming much too
close with his shells now. Give
.

Speedy Plastic Jet
Plane with a
Built-In Pencil
Sharpener in Pilot's
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—U. S. Navy Photo,

LT. COMDR. ROBERT DORNIN.
Skipper of the Trigger.
fire!
ship.

targets—second
Shifting
Bearing—mark—set—Fire

him one more, then dive!
Fire TEN! “Clear the bridge!”
FOUR!
Fire FIVE!
Fire “Honk, honk!” goes the diving
SIX!
alarm.
“Dive! Dive! Take her
Left full rudder!
All ahead down!”
Down we plunge, listening for
full! Stand by aft!
Trigger leaps
ahead,
swings, that fateful crack which tells us
steadily left. She has nearly 1801 he's found our pressure hull with
degrees to swing, and it takes a. a 5-inch shell before we could get
long time.
She is only halfway; under.
We pass 40 feet and
around,
broadside to broadside; breathe easier.
pass
tanker,
with the leading
75 feet, a good loud
range! As we
about 1,000 yards heading in op-| WHANG reverberates through the
posite directions, when suddenly, water.
"Target’s
screws
have
cataclysmically, the darkness
of stopped!”
This from the sound
the night is thunderously shat- man. “Breaking-up noises.”
Sixty feet!”
tered with light.
“Control!
The
A sheet of brilliant white flame order snaps out and feverishly we
shoots
1.000 feet into the air! get Trigger back to periscope
The leading tanker must have had depth, put up the ’scope and take
a load of aviation gasoline, for
he has burst into incandescense.
.
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CORNS GO FAST¦
Enjoy quick relief and
speedily remove aching
corns with thin, cushion-
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CUSTOM MADE AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE WITH
PURCHASE OF FABRICS

*

FROM THE ESTATE OF FRANK C. LITTLETON
Removed From fiOak Hill,” Loudoun County, Va.,
The Former Home of President James Monroe
By Order of Joseph J. Mothy, Executor

At Public Auction at Sloan's

imported ond domestic linens,
royon gauzes,
rayon and cotton antique satins ond failles,
documentary prints, rayon satins, hand ond

roller prints, solid colors. Bring measurements
from top of rod to floor and width of area
to be covered.
Offer does not include swags,
festoons, clearonce merchandise.

Ine.. Auctioneer*
1891

C 0.50
Complete

Delivered ond fitted on completion
before
the
holiday.
Christmas

hiuTend

slops

931 F Si. N.W.

ME. 4183

•

Open Tharodayt,

A.M.

Note: A large quantity of valuable and more important furniture and furnishings in the above estate, including many historical
items, will be sold by us, December 9th to 13th inclusive, by

catalogue.
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SOFA (3 cushions)
CHAIR (1 Cushion)

SALE

715 13th Street N.W.
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SLIP COVERS

Saturday, November 22nd at 10
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PITCHIN' PAL GAME
Teaches 'Em How
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SERVKESTATiON

2-PC. CUSTOM MADE TO ORDER

Antique Furniture, Silverware, China, Glassware, Bric-a-Brac,
Fireplace Equipment, Franklin Stove, Old Brass Cornices. Antique
Sedan Chair, Books, Mirrors, Old Iron Lanterns, Knife Boxes,
Paintings, Pictures, Oriental Rugs, Etc.

C. G. Sloan A Co.,
Established

|
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Co., Ino., Auctioneers

ESTATE

custom tailored

the Crank and Up Jump* the

SET

395

yard. Draperies will be
specifications, 81 inches
finished length or longer, lined or uplined. Side
draperies or traverse draperies to fit the exact
width of your windows or to drape an entire
wall. Choose from boucles, birch-barks, mommie
crepes, pebble cloths, soil cloths, nylon and

Prices start at 1.98

KANOtK

HOLSTER

<1

pads. Cost but a trifle.

across his decks
C. G. Sloan

LUNt
,

.

Bright as Day.
Momentarily blinded
by the
terrific fire, we recover to see the
bright
day.
whole scene as
as
On
the deck of the doomed tanker
figures
of
scores
little white-clad

rush

DRAPERIES
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12 Noon

to

9 P.M.

4031 28th St. So., Shirlington, OV. 6795
Open Thursday Eooningt

f35555
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13th & K Streets N.W.
1100 North Highland St. Arlington, Va.
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district

4043 Soath 28th Sl. r Arlington, Ya. shirlington district
8517 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Nd.
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